Financial Unit Approvers are responsible for approving PO invoices $10,000 and above, non-PO invoices regardless of dollar amount, and requisitions above the purchasing authority of the PO Requester. When approving requisitions or invoices, it is important to ensure POETAF information is populated correctly, when applicable.

### Navigate to Approvals

1. Click the bell icon on any page in Oracle
2. Click More Details
3. Click on the invoice or requisition you would like to review

### Check for POETAF

If there is a project referenced in the charge account (chart string), then there should also be a Project and Task referenced. If a Project and Task are not referenced, then the requisition needs to be edited or returned.

### Check for POETAF

Approve the invoice or requisition if POETAF is populated correctly. Reject if POETAF is not populated correctly on the requisition, or refer to our KBA if POETAF is not populated correctly on the invoice.

**RELATED RESOURCES**
- How to Change the POETAF or Chart String on a PO Invoice
- Research 360 Chart String Identification
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